Documents of Missing Stories
The menus of Los Angeles.
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Before the doors unlock at Central Library in Downtown Los Angeles, bronze plaques are
wiped and railings are dusted with cloth. A security guard asks a homeless man to remove his
arm from the fountain where it has been swishing lazily beneath the surface of the water.
Outside the Central Library’s entrance, students and professors pace in Maguire Gardens,
preparing for a day of research, some with loose bags slung over one shoulder, filled with a stack
of books to return to the shelves for someone else to discover.
A large banner drapes over the side of the building announcing the new exhibit I’m here to
visit, To Live and Dine in L.A, hosted by The Library Foundation of Los Angeles and the Los
Angeles Public Library. Upstairs, nearly 250 menus from the library’s vast collection—the
oldest menu dates back to 1875—are on display, offering insights into L.A.’s cultural, economic
and culinary past.
University of Southern California professor Josh Kun curated the exhibit, a sequel to his first
collaboration with the Central Library exploring the city’s sheet music collection called Songs
in the Key of Los Angeles. Both projects sought to answer the question of how archives can
become relevant, not merely provide value for historical and research reasons.
Like music, food serves as both border and bridge within communities. Food tells us who we
are, encouraging us to stake claim to our heritage through the meals we eat in our own homes,
on our own streets, in our cities and countries. Although food gives us roots, a meal can also
transport us, introduce us to new cultures, and expand our knowledge of ingredients.
Together with a team of undergraduates, Kun spent one year researching restaurants and menus
by going through documents, newspapers and travel magazines to put together an archive that
allowed him write the book published to accompany the exhibit. During the process he quickly
realized one thing: you can’t talk about the history of Los Angeles without talking about food.
—
L.A.’s culinary story began as early as 1832 when grapes were planted along the L.A. River
by Jean-Louis Vignes, making way for vineyards to flourish. Markets traded in Chinatown,
seafood was abundant from the nearby Pacific Ocean, and vegetables were planted downtown
where skyscrapers and entertainment complexes now reside. Farm-to-table dining was a way
of life.
Early menus reflected local ingredients, like the 1913 Christmas menu at Casa Verdugo’s
downtown location featuring “Young Turkey from Casa Verdugo Hacienda,” alongside Spanish
meatballs and fried green chiles, or a Brown Derby menu from the 1930s declaring its Catalina
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sand dabs were “caught especially for the Brown Derby this
morning.”
Los Angeles’ booming restaurant and agricultural scene lent itself
to successful civic campaigns, luring Midwesterners to the coast
where they could trade winter’s snowballs for juicy oranges and
tender avocados. Hungry visitors in the 1920s took local food
tours of nearby Cudhay Ranch that departed from downtown’s
Savoy Hotel and included a local dinner of roast beef, mashed
potatoes and homemade pie.
Through the 1940s, restaurants frequently listed “beef from
our own ranch” on menus. “By mid-century, industrialization,
commercial refrigeration and the rise of grocery stores pushed
out natural, ordinary ways of eating; and today we’re making
efforts to reclaim it,” Kun explains.
Agriculture boosted L.A.’s early growth, but today the city
is filled with some of the most hungry and food-insecure
populations in the nation, and much of our agricultural bounty
is shipped elsewhere. According to the USDA, Los Angeles
County is the most insecure county in the United States, with
nearly 85-percent of all Los Angeles Unified School District
students coming from homes that lack affordable access to
healthy, nutritious food.
While the exhibit cannot fully answer the question of how we
arrived at this place of inequity, the menu collection encourages
visitors to deeply consider our complicated relationship to food,
place and community.
—
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One of the earliest sit-down restaurants in Los Angeles opened
in 1849, serving French cuisine at the Bella Union hotel, followed
by the Old American and Franklin restaurants in 1850. With
the exception of special banquet dinners, menus during this
period were often written on boards or on a wall where everyone
could see. As restaurants grew in size, menus on basic card stock
began to be manufactured by professional printers like the Lord
Printing Company.

Kun was about the arrangement. “He wanted tables. Josh said ‘If
this is working, people are going to sit down and think about it.’”

How has your own restaurant experience changed since
completing this project?

Kun makes no apologies for his vision. “What a horrible thing if
we created an exhibit that made people feel like they weren’t part
of it. A public library is about the democratization of knowledge.
There are things for free that aren’t yours, that you take home,
where they become part of your life.”

Lord’s opened in Los Angeles in 1909, and was the largest
printing company in the country dedicated exclusively to menus.
Using letterpresses and linotype machines, Lord’s provided up
to 500 menus daily to local restaurants, as well as locations as
far as Phoenix and Las Vegas; and the company was first to
put full-color photographs on menus developed by in-house
lithographers and designers, including the Bob’s Big Boy chain
and the Brown Derby in Beverly Hills.

Brecher agrees. “The wonderful thing about public libraries is the
notion of a whole city claiming its history. It’s related to people’s
willingness to participate and take civic responsibility. There’s a
history of Los Angeles found in the library, in the books and
exhibits like this, to help you figure out who you are. A great
exhibit lets you make it your own.”

When I go out to dinner with my parents, the menu is an
opportunity for 15 minutes of debate and dialogue. We all pick
through the menu, a common text that everyone at the table has
to find their own way to interpret. Then the dramatic moment
arrives when the waiter asks what you’d like—all eyes are on you.
It’s certainly made me more self-conscious.

Menus have always served the practical purpose of
communicating the cost of a meal and outlining the dishes
offered, but when analyzed, menus provide more information
than the daily special.
As historical documents, menus reveal culinary trends, like the
popularity of caesar salads in the 1930s, as well as economic
trends, like price dips during wars and recessions. Read between
the lines, and you’ll discover the chef ’s food philosophy, culinary
point of view and restaurant manifesto.
After walking underneath a retro-inspired sign outside the
Central Library’s Getty Gallery, I notice ample seating available
at lime green tables throughout the exhibit space. Library
Foundation president Ken Brecher proudly shares how adamant

To continue the conversation, Kun and I pull up chairs and
discuss L.A.’s historical restaurant scene, the impact of menus
on our understanding of issues like design and economics, and
the convergence of menus and social media.
—
When someone walks through the exhibit, what do you hope
they take away from the experience?
I want people to feel enlivened. That’s the easy answer. The harder
answer is I want people to not only relate, but for seeds of critical
thought to be planted. In the process of viewing all this, they’re
forced to ask themselves basic questions like where food comes
from in their favorite restaurants, what L.A. means to them, and
to see faces of different backgrounds.

One goal of the project is to shed light on the issues of
inequality and hunger in Los Angeles. How is the exhibit
hoping to accomplish this?
I knew we couldn’t do a project about the history of restaurants
in Los Angeles within an institution like a public library without
discussing food insecurity. Look outside. The library is a site for
people who don’t have access to food, community and shelter
resources to gather.
I couldn’t in good conscience say, “Here’s an exhibit and a book
showing you what a large percentage of the city can’t have.” I
started thinking of menus as documents of privilege. Food is a
right, but also a privilege; and it shouldn’t be.
Menus are also documents of missing stories, and I wanted to use
them as gateways to think critically about food culture and food
politics. I was less interested in what celebrities ate at Hollywood
restaurants in the 1940s, and more interested in how we talked
about the Brown Derby, a primarily white restaurant and site
through which we can study economic privilege and wealth.
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We’re not solving hunger, but my hope is we’re creating spaces,
physical and intellectual, where people can consider these issues.
Think about the gift, joy and total pleasure of eating; but also
realize what an incredible privilege it is, and use the menu as a
means of reflection.
Rebecca Spang coined the phrase “instant individualization”
as it relates to the restaurant experience. How did an excess of
choice change the relationship people had with a restaurant?
It’s not just, “Be an individual and choose between these three
cuts of meat.” By the 1920s, it was, “Which of these 200 relishes
would you like on one of these 45 different oysters?” In Los
Angeles, you saw a trend of overstuffed menus that were all about
choice.
In 1903 there was an article in Los Angeles Times called “Who is
the Noodle Lady of Chinatown?” It was an investigative story
about reports of a wealthy white woman frequently seen at
noodle houses in Chinatown, sitting by herself, slurping noodles.
The article was asking important questions. Why would this
person, with this background from another part of the city, come
to these places and choose to eat this food? These are elemental
questions. What makes you drive from Boyle Heights to Venice?
What makes you want to eat someone else’s food?
The topic of food became a cross-cultural conversation that
has not gone away. You let somebody else make food that goes
into your body. It’s intimate. We pay people to make things that
nourish us—a complicated transaction that’s both beautiful and
hierarchical.

You’ve described historical menus as an early form of
social media. How have menus fed our desire to share food
experiences with one another?
Food is innately social. We want to talk about what we’re eating
and share the experience with people. During our research, we
found postcards that were photographs or drawings of a dish. It
was a plate of fried chicken, mashed potatoes and green beans,
and said, “I ate this…” It was a memento; you could put a stamp
on it and mail it.
There were also souvenir menus that folded up after you ate
so could send it to someone. It made me think about how it
is inherently human to eat something and want to tell people
about it.
What did menus do for people then, and what do they do for us
now? Is it the same?
Certain things have always been true. For example, the utilitarian
nature of menus hasn’t changed.
Ultimately, menus are always stories. Like all stories, some
are written long, some short, some abstract, some with lots of
adjectives. The form will change, the design changes, but their
goal to communicate a story about food from the chef to the
diner is what menus will always do.

To Live and Dine in L.A. can be viewed in the Getty Gallery at Los

Angeles’ Central Library through November 13, 2015. Menu scans
courtesy of the Los Angeles Public Library Special Collections.

